
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 immune system and the 

neuromuscular system. Vitamin 

D also plays major roles in the 

life cycle of human cells. 

 Vitamin D fights disease: Vitamin 

D helps to reduce the developing 

of flu and heart disease. 

 

 

The Recommended Dietary Allowances 

(RDAs) for Vitamin D is  

 Children up to age 12 months: 

400 international units (IU) per 

day 

 1 to 70 years old: 600 IU per day 

 Over 70 years old: 800 IU per 

day. 

Sources rich in Vitamin D are  

 Cow’s milk 

 Enriched soy and rice beverages 

 Egg yolks 

 Cheese
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Researcher team has found that third-hand smoke (THS) can damage 

epithelial cells in the respiratory system of human cells and causing them to 

fight for survival. This is the first study to show a direct cause of THS on 

gene expression in humans.  

 

Third-hand smoke is a subset of chemicals in second-hand cigarette smoke 

that sticks to indoor surfaces and persists after active smoking has occurred. 

When exhaled smoke from the tip of burning cigarettes, which gets settled on 

surfaces such as clothing, hair, furniture, and cars. Nonsmokers can be 

exposed to chemicals in THS or even years after smoking has stopped. 
 

 

Researchers obtained nasal scrapes from healthy nonsmokers, who had 

exposed to THS for 3 hours; a total of 382 differently expressed genes were 

identified in nasal epithelium exposed to THS, other genes were not 

expressed. They identified pathways affected by these genes. 

 

 

Inhalation of THS for only 3 hours significantly altered gene expression in 

the nasal epithelium of healthy nonsmokers. THS inhalation altered pathways 

associated with oxidative stress, which can damage DNA.  

 

 

Third-hand smoke affects cells in Humans 

Third-hand smoke can 

damage epithelial 

cells in the respiratory 

system. 
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An exposure to THS would cause cancer, if someone staying in apartment/ 

home with third-hand smoke leads to health consequences. THS inhalation 

for a quite short time significantly altered gene expression in the human nasal 

epithelium. Researcher’s team focused on the nasal epithelium, as the nasal 

passage is one way THS can enter people's lungs. 

 

 

 
 

Reference: Pozuelos GL, et al. Experimental Acute Exposure to Thirdhand Smoke and Changes in the Human Nasal Epithelial 

Transcriptome: A Randomized Clinical Trial. JAMA Netw Open. 2019 Jun 5;2(6):e196362. 

 

 

 

 

Neurons/Nerve cell are the cells that make up the brain and the nervous 

system and transmit information throughout the body. Neural injury or 

neurodegenerative disorders cause loss of nerve cell or neuron. 

Glial cells found in the brain and spinal cord for maintenance, support, and 

repair of nervous tissue. Nerve injury causes glial cells to proliferate and 

become reactive to protect neighboring tissues from further damage. 

 

Neurons do not regenerate in contrast glial cells can proliferate after 

brain injury.  

Researchers have investigated a pill that can recover loss of brain function 

due to strokes, brain injuries, and Alzheimer's disease.  Scientists converted 

glial cells into functioning neurons by a pill using a combination of four 

small molecules called as SLCD (Special Law on Counterfeit Drugs). 

 

 

 

Simple drug combinations recover brain function  

THS inhalation significantly alters gene expression in the human nasal epithelium 

and leads to health consequences.   

Neuron is a nerve cell 

that carries information 

between the brain and 

other parts of the body. 
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These four molecules modify four critical signaling pathways and 

converts human astrocytes into functioning neurons 

 

This study by Yin J et al showed that SLCD can more efficiently reprogram  

glial cells into neurons. These new neurons can work like normal brain cells 

and communicate with each other using both electrical and chemical signals. 

The chemically converted neuron can survive more than 7 months and are 

highly functional. 

 

The main advantage of this chemical programming approach is that a pill 

could be distributed widely, even reaching rural areas without advanced 

hospital systems. 
 

 
Reference: Yin J et al. Chemical Conversion of Human Fetal Astrocytes into Neurons through Modulation of Multiple Signaling 

Pathways. Stem Cell Reports 2019Mar: 12; 1–14  

 

 

 

Researchers found that for migraine sufferers with obesity, losing weight can 

not only decrease headaches but also improve overall quality of life. They 

examined weight loss affected migraines by analyzing 10 studies that 

included 473 participants.  
  

Losing weight greatly improves migraine headache and improve quality of 

life. Losing weight led to less frequent migraines, less severe migraines, and 

migraines that didn’t persist as long as usual. 

 

Participants had underwent bariatric surgery to lose weight or changed their 

eating/exercise habits. The effects of weight loss achieved through bariatric 

surgery or behavioral intervention on migraine frequency and severity. 

 

A simple drug delivery system, like a pill regenerate new neurons and restore their lost 
learning and memory capabilities and can help stroke and Alzheimer’s patients.  

Obese migraine sufferers could ease headaches by losing weight 

Losing weight leads to 

less frequent migraines, 

and migraines that will 

carry for long time. 

Glial cells support and 

protect nerve cells. 
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Researchers reviewed the medical databases for studies that considered pain 

intensity, headache frequency, attack duration, disability; and (Body mass 

index) BMI, BMI change, intervention, and population. 

 

The researchers also found that neither BMI at the start of the study or the 

amount of weight loss appeared to have any effect on the improvements 

observed. Migraine improvements were also similar whether weight was lost 

through bariatric surgery or behavioral intervention. 

Obesity level at baseline or amount of weight reduction not linked with 

improvement in migraine. The effect on migraine was similar when weight 

reduction was achieved through bariatric surgery or behavioral intervention 

and was comparable in adults and children. 

Losing weight reduce the impact of conditions linked with obesity, including 

diabetes, hypertension, coronary heart disease, stroke and respiratory 

diseases.  

Reference: Pagano C. For migraine sufferers with obesity, losing weight can decrease headaches.2019 Mar, 
http://www.bariatricnews.net/?q=news/113449/patients-obesity-can-decrease-frequency-migraines-losing-weight 

 

 

 

 

 

Hepatitis is an inflammation of the liver. The condition can be self-limiting 

or can progress to fibrosis (scarring), cirrhosis or liver cancer. Hepatitis 

viruses are the most common cause of hepatitis in the world but other 

infections, toxic substances (e.g. alcohol, certain drugs), and autoimmune 

diseases can also cause hepatitis.  

There are 5 main hepatitis viruses, referred to as types A, B, C, D and E. 

These 5 types are of greatest concern because of the burden of illness and 

DISEASE OF THE MONTH 

Hepatitis (Jaundice) 

Hepatitis is an 

inflammatory condition 

of the liver, commonly 

caused by a viral 

infection. 

Migraine people with obesity, losing weight can reduce headaches and improve 
quality of life. 

http://www.bariatricnews.net/?q=news/113449/patients-obesity-can-decrease-frequency-migraines-losing-weight
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death they cause and the potential for outbreaks and epidemic spread. In 

particular, types B and C lead to chronic disease in hundreds of millions of 

people and, together, are the most common cause of liver cirrhosis and 

cancer.  

If hepatitis cannot be attributed to the viruses of hepatitis A, B, C, D, or E, it 

is called hepatitis X. In other words, hepatitis of an unknown virus. 

Furthermore, Hepatitis G is a type of hepatitis caused by the hepatitis G virus 

(HGV), usually there are no symptoms associated with this virus.  

Causes:  

 Hepatitis can be caused by:  

 Immune cells in the body attacking the liver  

 Liver damage from alcohol or poison  

 Medicines, such as an overdose of acetaminophen  

 

Liver disease can also be caused by inherited disorders such as cystic fibrosis 

or hemochromatosis, a condition that involves having too much iron in your 

body.  Other causes include Wilson's disease, a disorder in which the body to 

retains too much copper. 

 

Signs and Symptoms  

 Loss of appetite  

 Fatigue  

 Mild fever  

 Muscle or joint aches  

 Nausea and vomiting  

 Dark urine  

 Light-colored stools  

 Jaundice (yellowing of the skin and whites of the eyes)  

 Itching  

 Enlarged and tender liver  

 Fluid in the abdomen (ascites)  
 
Investigations  

 Blood tests to diagnose Hepatitis A, B, or C  

 Ultrasound of the abdomen  

 Liver function tests  

 Liver biopsy to check for liver damage in severe cases.  

Hepatitis A is always 

an acute, short-term 

disease, while 

hepatitis B, C, and D 

are mostly chronic 

conditions. 
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 Paracentesis (if fluid is in abdomen) - Paracentesis is a procedure to 

remove fluid that has accumulated in the abdominal cavity  

Treatment  

Bed rest, adequate hydration, taking medication to help relieve symptoms. 

Most people who have hepatitis A and E get well on their own after a few 

weeks. In patients with Hepatitis B & C, regular monitoring of signs of liver 

disease and progression is needed and some patients are treated with 

Interferon and other antiviral drugs.  

Prevention:                                                                                                 

Hepatitis A is mostly spread through infected food and water. The following 

steps can help avoid infection; 

 Wash hands with soap after using the bathroom. 

 Only consume food that has just been cooked. 

 Only drink boiled water if unsure of local sanitation 

 Only eat raw vegetables, if it is cleaned                                                                                                                                                                                                                

 Get a vaccine for HAV before traveling to places where hepatitis 

may be endemic 

Hepatitis B: 

 Only use previously unused, clean needles. 

 Do not share toothbrushes, razors, or manicure instruments. 

 Only allow the use of well-sterilized skin perforating equipment, 

such as during a tattoo, piercing, or acupuncture. 

 Have the HBV vaccination if at risk. 

Hepatitis C: 

 Do not share needles, toothbrushes, or manicure equipment. 

 Make sure equipment is well-sterilized for any skin piercing. 

 Do not inject illegal drugs. 

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/156488.php
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Summary of Viral Hepatitis 
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Vitamin B5, also called as pantothenic acid, is one of the most important 

vitamins for human life. It’s necessary for making blood cells, and it helps 

you convert the food you eat into energy. 

 Source of Vitamin B5 (Pantothenic acid) 

Vitamin B5 is easy to incorporate into a good diet. It’s found in most 

vegetables; broccoli, cabbage, sweet potatoes, whole-grain cereals. Other 

healthy sources of B5 include: mushrooms, nuts, beans, peas, lentils, meats, 

dairy products, eggs. 

Benefits of Vitamin B5 (Pantothenic acid) 

Vitamin B5 provides a large amount of benefits to the human body. Vit B5 is 

found in living cells as a coenzyme A (CoA), which is essential to many 

chemical reactions. Vitamin B5 helps to create red blood cells, create stress-

related and sex hormones, maintain a healthy digestive tract, process other 

vitamins, particularly B2 (riboflavin), and synthesize cholesterol. 

Signs and symptoms of Vitamin B5 (Pantothenic acid) deficiency 

Symptoms of a B5 deficiency are likely to include: 

 Headache 

 Fatigue 

 Irritability 

 Impaired muscle coordination 

 Gastrointestinal problems 

NUTRITIVE VALUE  

Vitamin B5 (PANTOTHENIC ACID) 

Vitamin B5 

(pantothenic acid) is a 

water-soluble vitamin. It 

helps to produce energy 

by breaking down fats 

and carbohydrates. 
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Recommended Dietary intake of vitamin B5 (Pantothenic acid) 

 

 

Deficiency of Vitamin B5 (Pantothenic acid):                                                                         
Vitamin B5 deficiency is extremely rare in people as pantothenic acid is 

found in nearly all foods. Vitamin B5 deficiency may lead to tiredness, 

depression, irritability, sleep disorders, stomach pain, nausea, vomiting, 

numbness, muscle cramps, and upper respiratory infections. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Infants 0-6months: 1.7mg/day 

7-12months: 1.8 mg/day 

Children 1-3 years: 2mg/day 

4-8 years: 3mg/day 

9-13 years:4mg/day 

Males and females 14 years and older 5mg/day 

Pregnant women 6mg/day 

Breast feeding women 7mg/day 

Vitamin B5 

(pantothenic acid) is a 

water-soluble vitamin. It 

helps to produce energy 

by breaking down fats 

and carbohydrates. 
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JUST FOR LAUGH GAGS CORNER
 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DIMAG KI BATTI JALAO… 
 

1. Which cells is damage from third-hand smoking? 

2. How many types of viruses are there in hepatitis? 

3. I come once in every minute and second but never in a thousand months. 

What am i? 

 

 

 


